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A Novel Clocking Technique for VLSI
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Abstract — Scan-testable digital designs have a special “scan” operating

mode to set and read the states of flip-flops in the circuit. All previous

scan-testable design implementations require at least one additional input

pin to specify either “scan” or “normal” operating mode, and this mode

specification signal must be routed to every flip-flop. A new clocking

structure is described which eliminates these requirements for certain

designs with static flip-flops that are controlled by two independent signals

(master clock and slave clock). This is possible because, in “normal”

circuit operation, the master and slave clocks are never simultaneously

active. The new clocking structure uses the “all clocks active” condition to

specify the scan mode. Implementation of the concept is discussed in detail

for two-clock circuits. Single-clock circuits can be modified to use this
scheme, and the results for this class of design are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

T HE use of scan design for testability in digital circuits

is well known [1]–[3]. Apart from the normal opera-

tion of the circuit, such designs have an additional scan
mode in which the flip-flops of the circuit are reconnected

to form one or more shift registers. This mode allows

setting and observation of the flip-flop states for testing.

One essential requirement for all existing designs is an

added input signal which switches the circuit between a

scan mode and a normal mode. Depending on the layout

style, this signal may add significantly to routing area on a

large LSI chip since it must be supplied to each flip-flop in

the circuit; the switch signal also requires one additional

input pin.

In the design concept presented here, the scan switch

signal is superimposed on the clock leads which must

always be routed to all flip-flops for normal circuit opera-

tion. The addition of this function to clock signals is

possible because of the signal redundancy that is present in

the circuit clocks; in normal operation, the “all clocks

active” state is never used.

This concept can easily be applied to a multiclock cir-

cuit, and would result in the saving of one input pin and

the routing which would otherwise have to connect this pin

to all flip-flops. However, some logic is added to each

flip-flop to decode the clock signals, thus increasing the

area. On balance, in LSI and VLSI circuits, long routing

paths are typically considerably more expensive compared
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to the addition of a few local logic gates (requiring no long

interconnections).

In a single-clock circuit with static flip-flops, the clock

signal does not have any redundancy (both O and 1 states

are used in normal operation), and the technique may not

be directly applicable, Many single-clock circuits with static

flip-flops, however, employ a clock-generating circuit that

produces two nonoverlapping signals which are routed to

all master–slave flip-flops. In such cases, the scan mode

signal (which would require an added input pin) can be

superimposed on the two signals produced by the clock

generator since these signals do contain redundancy.

The main contribution of this work is a new design idea.

The workability of this idea in the standard cell design

environment has been demofistrated by actually designing

the special flip-flop cell required for such design.

THE BASIC CONCEPT

Scan design makes a digital circuit testable by allowing a

scan mode in which all flip-flop data inputs are discon-

nected from the rest of the circuit and are reconnected to

form one or more shift registers. For a design with static

memory elements, this can be accomplished by adding

multiplexing circuits at the flip-flop data inputs. IrI the

following discussion, the combination of multiplexer, mas-

ter latch, and slave latch will be referred to as a “scan

register flip-flop.” The switching of mode between the

normal operation and the scan operation in the past has

been affected by either a mode-select signal [1] or a scan

clock signal [2]. In ,either case, this new signal m~st be

routed to each flip-flop. If the master and slave clock

inputs are independent, then those two signals are also

routed to each flip-flop. Thus, three control signals are

provided to each scan register flip-flop. These can specify

up to eight different operations, but there are only four

operations that have to be specified, i.e.,

1) load the master latch with normal circuit data,

2) load the master latch with scan data,

3) load the slave latch with data from the master latch,

4) maintain the current state of both latches.

Four operations can always be specified by two binary

signals. Thus, it is sufficient to use just two input pins and

route them to all flip-flops. By a proper manipulation of

the signals on these pins, any one of the four operations

listed above can be selected. Of course, a small decoding

circuit will be required at each flip-flop.
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In the designs which use a single-clock signal to control

both the master latch and the slave latch of a static

flip-flop, the clock edge determines when one latch be-

comes active and its companion latch becomes inactive.

This clocking scheme has the disadvantage that any glitch

on the clock signal can produce spurious flip-flop activity.

In contrast, designs which use independent clock signals

for the master and the slave latches can be operated in a

level-sensitive mode [2]. This clocking scheme has the ad-

vantage that only clock signal levels (and not signal edges)

control the flip-flops. Such designs are less sensitive to

clock noise, ac device characteristics, and timing problems.

The designs presented below use two-clock level-sensi-

tive operation in the ndrmal mode and a single-clock

operation in the scan mode. This is a good compromise

between the two clocking schemes since timing problems

would be expected in normal mode, while the scan opera-

tion is a simple one and should have no timing problems.

EXAMPLE 1—SCAN REGISTER FLIP-FLOP WITH

MULTIPLEXER

Fig. 1 shows a scan register flip-flop formed by adding a

multiplexer switch at the data input of a master–slave

flip-flop [1]. Normally, three control signals, mode-select

signal SW, master clock MC.K, and the slave clock SCK,

must be routed to every scan register flip-flop in the circuit.

For the purpose of this discussion, let us assume that

SW= O feeds normal data to the flip-flop and SW = 1 feeds

the scan data; also assume that the latches are active (can

change state) when their clock signals are at logic one. Of

the eight possible operations specified by the three control

signals, two (operations 4 and 8 in Fig. 1) are not normally

allowed since they will simultaneously activate both the

master latch and slave latch. Operations 1, 2, and 3 are

used in the normal mode, and 5, 6, and 7 are used in the

scan mode. Noting that whenever the master latch is

inactive (i.e., MCK = O), the value of the signal SW can be

DON’T CARE, we can collapse all the control operations into

four essential operations. These are shown in the second

table in Fig. 1.

The four essential operations can be specified by two

signals M and S, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Here just one gate

is required to decode the SW, MCK, and SCK inputs for

the scan register flip-flop. Suggested waveforms for M and

S are illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that the normal operation

is level-sensitive as obtained by applying nonoverlapping

clock signals to M and S. It is important to properly

control the routing delays of M and S signals to preserve

their nonoverlapping nature. An overlap of these signals

(i.e., M and S being high simultaneously) can cause incor-

rect operation by storing scan data into the slave latch.

Nonoverlapping clocks are also employed for a race-free

operation of the circuit and should not be considered as an

additional requirement for testability.

NORMAL DATA

SCAN DATA
OUTPU1

CONTROL STATES

STATE # SW MCK SCK

I o 00 NONE ACTIVE

2 0 I o MASTER ACTIVE

I )

NORMAL

3
MODE

o 0 SLAVE ACTIVE
4 0 I I NOT USEO ‘

5 I 00 NONE ACTIVE

6 I I o MASTER ACTIVE

1 I )

SCAN MODE

7 0 SLAVE ACTIVE

8 I I I NOT USEO

ESSENTIAL STATES

Sw MCK SCK

oON’T CARE O 0

0

‘ 11}

o
NORMAL

MOOE
00N’T CARE O

I ‘6 o

SCAN MOOE

Fig. 1, Scan register flip-flop with inultiplexer. SW= O selects normal
data and SW= 1 selects scan data.

NORMAL DATA

SCAN DATA
OUTPUT

TRUTH TABLE

~

Fig. 2. Multiplexer type of scan register flip-flop with two control
signafs and the decoding gate.

In the scan mode, S is continuously held high, and a

square wave is applied to M, the flip-flop operation is now

controlled by a single clock. For this mode of operation,

there is an essential hazard, but careful design of the delays

internal to the flip-flops will avoid any problem due to this

hazard. It may be desirable to have the slave clock OFF

(S~K = O) before the master latch becomes active (MCK

= 1). This can be accomplished by holding the S signal

“low” (as shown by the dotted waveform in Fig. 3) every

time an upward transition of &f takes place. As a result,

momentarily, normal data are fed to the master latch.

However, the situation k corrected before MCK turns low,

thus latching the correct scan data into the master latch.
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Fig. 3. Waveforms for the flip-flop of Fig. 2. The waveform shown in
the dotted line can be used to ensure that the slave latch is turned off
before the master latch goes on.

T

Fig. 4. An implementation of a multiplexer type of scan register flip-flop.
Multiplexer (four trammtors) is the overhead of the scan desi n. The

ttwo transistors which are encircled re resent the additional over ead of
Ethe proposed design that eliminates t e mode-select signal.

This approach allows the scan clocking also to be level-sen-

sitive.

AN NMOS IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 4 shows a scan register flip-flop implemented with

24 transistors. The master and slave latches are constructed

using 18 transistors, while the multiplexer switch uses 4

transistors. S = 1 feeds scan data to the master latch, and

S = O feeds normal data to the master latch. M = 1 activates

the master latch, and the slave latch is activated by a

simultaneous M = O, S =1. Only two transistors (shown

encircled in Fig. 4) have been added for decoding the slave
clock signal from M and S. The waveforms for this flip-flop

are the same as shown in Fig. 3. The flip-flop cell was

actually laid out and its operation was verified through

simulation.

EKAMPLE 2—SCAN REGISTER FLIP-FLOP WITH SCAN

CLOCK

Another type of scan register flip-flop [2] is shown

schematically in Fig. 5. Here the slave latch L2 is clocked

by the signal SCK. The master latch L1 is modified to

accommodate two clock signals, MCK and the “scan

clock.” MCK latches the normal data into Ll, while the

scan clock latches the scan data into L1. An implementa-

tion of such a circuit is given in [2]. As shown in Fig. 5, out

of the eight possible operations specified by the three clock

lines, only the first three are used in the normal mode.

Scan mode uses the first, third, and fifth operations. Thus,

there are again four essential operations. As shown in Fig,

6, these four operations can be specified to L1 and L2

through two lines M and S by a three-gate decoding

circuit. Fig. 7 shows the waveforms. In the scan mode, the
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NORMAL OATA

SCAN OATA d
LI I L2

1-
OUTPU1

-iid=rr
CONTROL STATES

STATE # SCAN
CLOCK

MCK SCK

I o 00

1

NONE ACTIVET NORMAL

2 0 10 MASTER ACTIVE

3 0 01 SLAVE ACTIVE \“ooE
4 0 I I NOT USEO

5 I o \O SCAN MASTER ACTIVE SCAN

6 I I O NOT USED MODE

7 I 01 NOT USED

8 I I I NOT USED

ESSENTIAL STATES

SCAN CLOCK MCK SCK

o

‘}

00

0 o\ NORMAL

I ?+

MODE
o 0 1.

00 SCAN MODE

Fig. 5. Scan register flip-flop with scan clock. For implementation of L1
and L2, see [2].
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Fig. 7. Waveform fortheflip-ffop of Fig.6.

CLoc’wl==q%’%
Fig. 8. Clock generator for level-sensitive operation in a single clock

circuit. Inscandesign, mode-select (SW) is a separate pin, SW, MCK,
and SCK are routed to all flip-flopsin the circuit.

TRUTH TABLE

MS
SCAN

CLOCK
MC’ SCK

00 0 0 0

I o 0 0

I

I I I
~ ~ ,,,%%22;,, +i3j==-]FJ::.ps
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Fig. 6. Scan register flip-flop of Fig. 5 modified to eliminate the scan Fig. 9. A simple scheme that generates two slgnafs M and ,S to be
clock, routed to atl flip-flops in the clrctut. The fhp-flops of the type shown in

either Figs. 2 or6 should be used.

signal S is held “high,” while M is a square wave. Note

that the scan mode uses a single-clock operation, while the

normal mode operation is level-sensitive with two clocks.

SOME USEFUL REMARKS

It should be noted that in both the scan register flip-flops

presented above, the two signals M and S in the normal

mode have the same definition as two nonoverlapping

system clocks. Thus, the operation is level-sensitive. In the

scan mode, the flip-flops essentially operate with a single

clock; however, the waveforms on M and S are still quite

simple.

The ideas presented above can be applied to any multi-

ple (two or more) clock circuit. For a single-clock circuit,

however, one must use an extra input pin for the SW

signal. The method presented here may be applicable to

those single-clock circuits that require a level-sensitive

operation in the normal mode. In such cases, the two
nonoverlapping clock signals can be produced by a clock-

generating circuit as shown in Fig. 8. These two signals are

then routed to all the flip-flops, in the circuit. In our

modification, a simple circuit, as shown in Fig. 9, can be

used to produce the two signals M and S. Notice that for

the normal mode, SW= O, M = MCK, and S = SCK. When

SW= 1, M = CLOCK, and S =1, and since CLOCK is a

square-wave signal, M and S will perform the scan opera-

tion as shown in Fig. 3. To avoid spurious clock pulses, SW

should always be changed when CLOCK= O (and SCK =

1).
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TESTING THE SCAN REGISTER

Two tests have traditionally been run to verify the scan

operation.

A j7ush test is used in two-clock circuits [4]. This test

simultaneously activates both the master clock and the

scan clock in scan mode. Inputs of one and zero are

successively applied at the scan register input; these input

values “propagate through the scan chain and are checked

at the scan chain output. The flush test is not possible for

the clocking scheme proposed above because master and

slave latches cannot be simultaneously activated. This,

however, is not a serious limitation since the single-clock

scan design of [3] already manages without a flush test.

A shift test [4] is used in both two-clock and single-clock

circuits. This test shifts patterns of zero and one through

the shift register in the scan mode. The shift testis possible

for the clocking scheme proposed above, and it was veri-

fied by actual fault simulation that all possible single

stuck-at faults in the scan path are detected by the shift

test. Therefore, no significant scan register testing capabil-

ity is sacrificed in the new clocking scheme.

ESTIMATED OVERHEAD SAVINGS

As suggested earlier, the proposed clocking scheme

reduces the required routing area at the expense of some

decoding logic in each flip-flop. In the standard cell layout

[5] of the chip, the area is divided between the cell rows

and the routing channels. Since a chip design using this

concept has not been completed, the routing overhead

given below is an estimate. The flip-flop cell was, however,

laid out and the cell area is based on the actual layout.

The routing area which is paved corresponds to one

control signal which would normally be routecl to every

flip-flop on the chip. In the case of standard cell layout [5],

this saving depends on the average number of routing

tracks per cell row. In actual designs, this number can vary

typically from 5 to 20 routing tracks per standard cell row,

depending on the particular design realized. One routing

track can feed two standard cell rows (the row above and

the row below the routing track). Since the average number

of tracks per routing channel serving two cell rows is

between 10 and 40, the corresponding overhead of one

additional track per routing channel is between 10 and 2.5

percent. It is thus reasonable to expect that this approach

will reduce routing area by 2.5–10 percent—depending on

the average connectivity of the design.

The estimate of the decoding logic overhead is based on

actual layout of the flip-flop cell. Note that the NMOS

realization of Fig. 4 required 22 transistors and 2 addi-

tional transistors for the decoding. The layout of the stan-

dard cell for the circuit of Fig. 4 required 16 grids. A

conventional 22-transistor scan register flip-flop cell imple-

mentation also used the same number of grids. This is

because much of the area internal to a standard flip-flop

cell is used for the internal connections of the required

transistors. Thus, assuming no decoding area overhead, the

total chip area savings may be as high as 10 percent,

depending on the particular design,

CONCLUSION

It is well recognized that in VLSI circuits, long routing

paths are more expensive in terms of chip area than a few

devices which are locally connected. An innovation in the

scan design is presented here which completely eliminates

the mode-select (or scan clock) signal, The function of this

signal is accomplished by making use of the signal re-

dundancy on the clock leads. The definition of the clock

signals in the normal mode remains unchanged. An exam-

ple of a scan register flip-flop is given to illustrate that the

decoding circuit (which is added to each flip-flop) can be

implemented with just two additional transistors, Although

‘a chip design using the presented concept has not been

completed, the scan register flip-flop cell, which is the

crucial component of this design, has been laid out and its

hazard-free operation checked through simulation. The cell

layout also justifies the overhead claim.
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Functional Testing of EPROM’s

MAREK PAWLOWSKI, ANDRZEJ WOZNIAK, AND JAN ZABRODZKI

Abstract —The aim of this paper is to develop a testing scheme for

EPROM memories. The start point is the assumed general model of

EPROM memorj logic strnctore. For this model, an adequate fault model

is developed. The class of faults taken into consideration includes faults in

input-output buffers, faults in address decoding circuitry, and f auks in

memory cell arrays. The proposed testing scheme enables detection of all

faults included in the assumed fault model. This scheme takes into account

technological and economic aspects as well. The method proposed is

illustrated by detailed solutions for the 2716 EPROM memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HEORETICALLY, EPROM memories can be re-

garded as a subclass of RAM memories—in both, one

can write and read selected cells. Such a treatment cannot

be extended to the problem of EPROM memories testing.

Detailed analysis of EPROMs functional, electrical, and

dynamic parameters leads to the conclusion that numerous

methods developed for RAM memories testing cannot be

directly adopted for the needs of EPROMs testing. Never-

theless, there are only a few papers devoted to the problem

of EPROMs testing.

The main UVEPROM characteristics distinguishing them

from RAM memories, from the point of view of testing, are

as follows.
1) The memory content is nonvolatile.

2) The newly manufactured memory, or memory after

erasing, contains all 1‘s or all O’s, depending on the type of

memory.
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3) During the word programming phase, one can change

the memory cell state only in one direction (1 -+ O or O +1,

depending on the type of memory).

4) Long programming time (tens of milliseconds for one

word).

5) Long erasing time measured in minutes.

6) One cannot erase individual words—the erasing pro-

cedure affects the whole memory.

II. MODEL FOR UVEPROM MEMORY

When analyzing different types of UVEPROM mem-

ories (2708, 2716, . . . ), one can conclude that the general

model of the internal logic structure for such memories can

be represented as in the block diagram shown in Fig. 1.

The memory cells are ordered into the p matrices with

m X n dimension each. The individual words (of length p )
are selected by the row decoders (1 of m) and p column

decoders (1 of n ). All inputs of the decoder are buffered by

address buffers.

The selected word is transferred to the output lines O

through the output buffers enabled by the signal OE. Data

written into memory are programmed into the selected

cells using input buffers enabled by the PGM signal.

The memory array is built of FAMOS technology

EPROM cells (Fig. 2). Each cell is a single stacked-gate

transistor implemented using two layers of polycrystalline

silicon. The cell consists of a bottom floating gate and a

top select gate. The top gate is connected to the row

decoder, while the floating gate is used for charge storage.

The cell is programmed by injection of high-energy elec-
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